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(54) AUTOMATIC FIREARM HAVING AN INERTIAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM

(57) The invention relates to mechanisms for cocking
an automatic weapon. An automatic firearm having an
inertial automation system comprises a breech, a barrel,
a bolt support with a bolt, a recoil spring and a return
spring, a trigger mechanism, an ammunition supply
mechanism and a bolt support latch. The latch fixes the
bolt support in a rear position and is controlled with a

trigger. A shot is produced at the instant the bolt support
arrives in a front position. A mechanism for supplying
cartridges to a cartridge chamber makes it possible to
load the weapon when the bolt support is fixed in the rear
position. Stable operation of an inertial automation sys-
tem is achieved.
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Description

[0001] This invention comes under the sphere of the
military equipment namely the automatic (self-loading)
firearms [F41C7/00, F41C3/00, F41A21/00].
[0002] Among currently existent equipment, we know
a self-loading rifle with inertia automatics designed by
Karl Sjogren (N739,732 PATENTED SEPT. 22, 1903.
O.A.T. SJOGREN. AUTOMATIC GAN. AFFLICATION
FILED JULY 13, 1901.).
[0003] A rifle with inertia automatics consists of a firing
mechanism housing, barrel, massive bolt support, bump-
er spring between the bolt support and the rear wall of
the firing mechanism housing, trigger and firing mecha-
nism, ammunition feed mechanism, stock, sighting
equipment.

Operation principle of a rifle:

[0004] The bolt support is forced backward, trigger and
firing mechanism is cocked, the mainspring is com-
pressed, the bolt support moves forward, cartridge is fed,
the bolt moves home, the trigger is pressed to make shot
and under the force of recoil the rifle moves back, the
front wall of the firing mechanism housing collides with
the bolt support through the bumper spring and under
impulse the bolt support moves back, the bolt is unlocked
and fired cartridge is released, the trigger and firing mech-
anism is cocked, the mainspring is compressed, the
mainspring starts moving from the rear position and
pushes the bolt support forward, the cartridge is fed, the
bolt moves home, now the rifle is ready for the next shot.
[0005] Disadvantage of this design is unreliable, un-
stable functioning of the automatics. The purpose of this
invention is creation of the design of automatics for (self-
loading) firearms with inertia automatics, which will be
capable to provide stable and reliable functioning of au-
tomatics.
[0006] The engineering result supported with the pro-
vided set of features is creation of the firearm design
capable to ensure stable and reliable functioning of the
inertia automatics due to increased operation speed of
automatics and increased extraction of recoil energy.
[0007] This task is resolved and engineering result is
ensured due to embedding of the firing mechanism hous-
ing, barrel, bolt support, bumper spring between the bolt
support and the front wall of the firing mechanism housing
or barrel or bolt, the mainspring between the bolt support
and the rear wall of the firing mechanism housing or an-
other part, trigger and firing mechanism, ammunition feed
mechanism, the clip latch aimed to fix the bolt support in
the backward position (the clip latch is controlled with the
trigger guard), mechanism for matching instant of firing
with the moment, when the bolt support approaches to
the forward position (immediately prior to collision with
the front wall of the firing mechanism housing or barrel
or bolt through the bumper spring), cartridge feed mech-
anism and mechanism for closing bolt, when the bolt sup-

port is fixed immovable in the backward position (variant,
when automatics functions in self-loading regimen).

The firearm functions as follows:

[0008] The bolt support is forced backward, trigger and
firing mechanism shall be cocked, the mainspring is com-
pressed; the bolt support is fixed in backward position,
the trigger is pressed to make shot, the clip latch releases
the bolt support, the bolt support starts moving forward,
the cartridge is fed, the bolt is locked immediately before
collision of the bolt support with the front wall of the firing
mechanism housing or barrel or bolt and automatics
makes shot; under the recoil force the arm moves back-
ward, the bolt support collides with the front wall of the
firing mechanism housing or barrel or bolt through the
bumper spring and due to the additional impulse the bolt
support moves backward, the bolt unlocks and the fired
cartridge is discharged, firing mechanism is cocked, the
mainspring is compressed; when the firearm operates in
self-loading regimen the bolt support is fixed in backward
position; when the firearm operates in automatic regi-
men, if the trigger stays in pressed position and therefore
the clip latch does not stop the bolt support in backward
position, the operations of the mechanism will be repeat-
ed and automatic fire will be continuous until the bolt sup-
port will be fixed with the clip latch or ammunition will
finish. When the ammunition-feed mechanism functions
in self-loading regimen, when the bolt is fixed immovable
in backward position, no any additional actions are done,
when the bolt support moves forward due to what firing
accuracy is improved.
[0009] As an example, the figure demonstrates the de-
sign with the bumper spring between the bolt support and
the front wall of the firing mechanism housing and the
mainspring between the bolt support and rear wall of the
firing mechanism housing.
[0010] The invention is illustrated with the drawing (see
fig. 1). The firing mechanism housing (pos. 1) includes
the clip latch (pos. 2), barrel (pos. 3), bolt support (pos.
4) with bolt (pos. 5). There is the bumper spring (pos. 6)
fixed to the bolt support. There is the mainspring (pos.
7) installed between the bolt support and back wall of the
firing mechanism housing. The operation principle of the
design is similar to that described above.

Claims

1. Automatic (self-loading) firearms with inertia auto-
matics containing a firing mechanism housing, bar-
rel, bolt support with the bolt, bumper spring between
the bolt support and the front wall of the firing mech-
anism housing or barrel or bolt, the mainspring be-
tween the bolt support and rear wall of the firing
mechanism housing or another part, trigger and firing
mechanism, ammunition-feed mechanism with the
special feature, notably, the firearm design includes
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the clip latch for fixation of the bolt support in back-
ward position and with the trigger guard to control
the clip latch, mechanism for matching instant of fir-
ing with the moment, when the bolt support ap-
proaches to the forward position (immediately prior
to collision with the front wall of the firing mechanism
housing or barrel or bolt through the bumper spring).

2. Automatic (self-loading) firearms mentioned in sec.
1 is distinguished with its construction, as the firearm
has the cartridge feed mechanism and bolt locking
mechanism, when the bolt support is fixed immova-
ble in backward position.
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